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Abstract: The Mediterranean islands’ blue economy and, more specifically, the tourism sector, largely
regulate Europe’s gross product. Climate change threatens the ecological, societal, and economic
sustainability of the islands in many ways, with increasing wildfires making up one of the most
critical components of the climate change impacts on tourism. Here, we aim to identify and assess
forest fire vulnerability and risk due to climate change for seven Mediterranean islands through the
application of the “impact chain” conceptual framework. The backbone of this approach requires the
integration of quantitative and qualitative data according to the three main risk components sensu
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), i.e., hazard, exposure, and vulnerability,
with a structured participatory approach involving stakeholders and experts. Our results illustrate
the islands with high potential for improvement in terms of adapting capacity and, by indicating
the contribution of the different risk components, highlight the main environmental and socio-
economic elements that affect the islands’ vulnerability and risk under climate change. The approach’s
potentials and constraints are discussed, suggesting that the method can be handily used to point
out the priorities that must be addressed by mitigation and adaptation policies and measures at the
island level.

Keywords: Mediterranean islands; forest fires; fire weather; impact chains; blue economy; EURO-
CORDEX; future climate projections; H2020 SOCLIMPACT

1. Introduction

Marine and coastal tourism represent one of the most significant blue economy ac-
tivities in Europe and one of the fastest-growing segments in the tourism industry [1].
Today, it employs 3.2 million people, with €183 billion in gross value added. By 2030, it is
estimated that it will make up nearly a third of the global ocean economy employing more
than double the number of people at present [2].

In the Mediterranean, tourism constitutes a major economic sector. In 2014, the
Mediterranean earned 217 billion euros in international tourism receipts, 23% of the world
total [3]. In particular, Mediterranean islands rely heavily on tourism to expand and
develop their economies. Tangible effects emerged when the sector faced a decline of 60%
in 2020, at the global level [4], which continued in 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic
(e.g., [5,6]). Even though the pandemic’s impacts and reverberation on societies and the
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economy have supplanted or overshadowed the climate crisis [7], the latter is also expected
to affect the tourism industry [8] heavily, especially considering that the Mediterranean
has been recognized as a climate change “hot spot” [8,9].

There is robust evidence that the Mediterranean region has significantly warmed dur-
ing the previous century, and warming has been accelerating during the last decades [10].
According to several studies, after the 1980s, regional warming has sped up and increased
faster than the global average [11–13]. For the decades to come, multi-model ensembles of
EURO-CORDEX 0.11◦ climate simulations indicate that widespread warming will almost
certainly occur in the Mediterranean and will range between 0.9–1.5 ◦C and 3.7–5.6 ◦C,
under two representative concentration pathways, i.e., the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios,
respectively [14]. As far as precipitation is concerned, most model projections indicate a
trend towards drier conditions, especially during the warm season (June, July, and August)
and over the southern areas. This decrease, depending on emission scenarios, ranges
between 4 and 22% towards the end of the 21st century [14]. In this context, the forest fire
risk, which represents one of the main threats for Mediterranean ecosystems and societies,
is expected to grow due to climate change [10]. Several studies [15–17] indicate a future
increase in the burnt area due to warming, ranging from 40% for 1.5 ◦C warming to 100%
for 3 ◦C warming.

Wildfires have several impacts on natural capital, which are often difficult to quantify
or account for [18], by affecting ecosystem services including carbon storage, biodiver-
sity protection, water source safety, reduction of soil erosion and land degradation, and
climate regulation. Furthermore, several studies have suggested that fire activity (e.g.,
fire intensity, burnt area location) also influences tourists’ demand and preferences [19].
A recent study [20] highlighted that literature and research on this topic are fragmented
and overlooked, and pointed out a mixed response of tourism toward fires. From a
meta-analysis [20], only one paper addressed the impact of climate change and fires on
tourism [21], reporting a negative relation between burnt areas and the number of tourist
arrivals. Although tourism businesses and tourist behavior seemed to be involved only in
the short run [22], more frequent and more extensive forest fires will significantly impact
the tourism sector, damaging infrastructures [23] and posing an immediate threat to the
unfamiliar tourists themselves [24].

To address this multidisciplinary context, the presence of complementary and in-
tegrated expertise is of the utmost importance. In this regard, the “impact chain” (IC)
approach represents a suitable framework to identify and assess vulnerability and risk to cli-
mate change [25–27], mapping sectorial challenges where new strategies for climate change
adaptation are needed [28] and, thus, increasing preparedness to extreme events [29].
The IC approach pivots on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [30],
consisting of the interaction between hazard, natural, and socio-economic exposure, and
vulnerability (entailing sensitivity and adaptive capacity) with climate shocks.

The aim of the present work, conducted in the context of the H2020 SOCLIMPACT
project (DownScaling CLImate ImPACTs, [31]), is to develop and implement a structured
approach to assess forest fire vulnerability and risk under climate change conditions.
The study, based on the latest scientific advancements and implemented for operational
purposes, focuses on seven Mediterranean islands (from west to east: the Balearic Islands,
Corse, Sardinia, Sicily, Malta, Crete, and Cyprus; see Figure 1) and contributes towards a
common framework for climate governance in the context of the EU blue economy.

To pursue this aim, the IC approach was applied for a reference time period (1986–
2005), two different future periods (2046–2065 and 2081–2100), and two selected RCPs
(2.6 and 8.5), using climate variables from a set of high-resolution Euro-CORDEX simula-
tions [32]. Moreover, a group of socio-economic and bio-physical indicators was collected,
representing the exposed assets, their sensitivity, and the islands’ adaptive capacity. Fur-
thermore, the IC method is a highly participatory approach. To handle this challenge, the
SOCLIMPACT project adapted its governance to work at different levels (e.g., sector, island,
type of risk). Sector leaders, island focal points (IFPs), and other relevant SOCLIMPACT
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project stakeholders (coming from the research and academy, NGOs, governance, and
community) were involved in developing and weighing the approach, performing an inter-
comparison of wildfire-related indicators, and achieving a shared perspective on climate
risks and vulnerabilities for policymakers and stakeholders.

Figure 1. The seven Mediterranean islands investigated in the study are highlighted by a thick
black coastline.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology, including a
general introduction on the IC approach, the selection, handling, normalization, weighting,
and aggregation of indicators. Section 3 focuses on the results, presenting the comparative
analysis of the risk components at the island level and the expert interview concerning
indicators’ weights. Finally, Section 4 provides a discussion on the results and conclud-
ing remarks.

2. Materials and Methods

The methodology for the vulnerability and risk assessment is based on the concept
of the impact chain (IC), which was first published by [28], and then “catalyzed” by
the German corporation for International Cooperation (GIZ) in the Vulnerability Source-
book [33]. Since then, ICs have been increasingly used as a climate risk assessment method
in Europe and worldwide, regionally and locally, both for research purposes and decision-
making [26,34–37]. Thus, the methodology can be used both for the high-level identification
of key risks and a more in-depth analysis of specific risks and adaptation strategies. Fur-
thermore, it has been updated [25] on the understanding of climate change-related risks
as proposed by the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report [38]. Such risk results from the inter-
action of climate hazards, exposure and vulnerability of the exposed elements, systems
and population.

IC, as a conceptual framework, allows integrating quantitative and qualitative data
from various disciplines (e.g., geography, climate modelling, stakeholders’ knowledge),
methodological approaches, and sources [34], and follows a participatory approach to
facilitate a better understanding and cross-cutting dialogue. The GIZ methodology [25]
proposes eight main steps that outline IC and risk assessment preparation, identifying
first the initial situation in terms of climate impacts and risks to brainstorm adaptation
measures based on the outcomes of the methodology. Specifically, the essential steps for
preparing risk assessment according to the GIZ methodology [25] are: (1) preparing the
risk assessment; (2) developing impact chains; (3) identifying and selecting indicators;
(4) data acquisition and management; (5) normalization of indicator data; (6) weighting
and aggregating of indicators; (7) aggregating risk components to risk; (8) presenting the
outcomes of the risk assessment.

The IC development increases the usability of climate projections and climate impact
models by illustrating the results more comprehensively. Implementing an IC can either
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involve a sophisticated modelling chain, or can support a quick diagnosis. ICs can be cross-
sectoral and cross-scale and allow for aggregating or downscaling risks and comparing
among sectors.

2.1. Risk Assessment and Impact Chain Development

The development of the forest fire IC within the framework of the SOCLIMPACT
project includes several steps involving different types of experts and stakeholders. Firstly,
sector leaders (i.e., the project partners identified for their sectoral knowledge perspective
in the blue economy framework) produced the first inventory of each sector’s priorities
and climate change impacts, based on the literature review and stakeholders’ consultation.
From this initial list of impacts, theoretical ICs were developed during a first meeting with
the blue economy sector teams and island focal points (IFPs, project partners identified
to provide links with stakeholders, bridge climate risk assessment and adaptation plan-
ning, and thus create local working groups). Figure 2 presents the result of this initial
brainstorming as regards the forest fire theoretical impact chain.

Figure 2. Theoretical impact chain for the potential risk of forest fires in touristic areas. Light
boxes represent risk components (hazard, exposure, vulnerability), while dark boxes represent
components’ factors. The factors in italics were meant as an auxiliary tool (not translated in indicators)
to understand better the cause–effect chain leading to the risk and the potential impacts of future
forest fire risks on tourism demand and supply. Our processing follows the GIZ approach [25].

First, the main risk components (hazard, exposure, and vulnerability, in Figure 2 light
boxes) were analyzed and disentangled into underlying factors (darker boxes). The factors
comprise those aspects that characterize the risk components. As a result, the final risk
will be composed by the hazard (impact from what, blue boxes in Figure 2), the exposed
elements (what or who is at risk, yellow boxes), and the vulnerability (system contribution
to the risk, green boxes). In addition, vulnerability factors must represent the two aspects
of sensitivity (intrinsic system attributes contributing to the risk) and adaptive capacity
(presence or lack of societal system ability to reduce, now and in future, the risk). Finally,
the forest fire risk will impact different socio-economic variables (boxes in italics). These
impacts can be distinguished depending on whether they directly affect the demand side
or the supply side. This last part of the IC is shown in Figure 2 but was not analyzed in
this work.

Next, sector leaders and the IFPs identified and selected the indicators for each risk
component and factor, according to several characteristics and criteria (see Section 2.2).
The theoretical risk components were then replaced with indicators commonly used in
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climate change studies. The impact chains were finally presented to stakeholders in local
working groups (one per island) confronted with a first feasibility analysis regarding
modelling resources and data needs and availability. This method of knowledge co-
production allowed us to understand and achieve a shared perspective on climate risks
and vulnerabilities and then integrate the local and diverse views of policymakers and
stakeholders on desirable and equitable climate-resilient futures into the impact modelling.
Finally, external experts with different backgrounds and strong experience in fire risks
were interviewed to define indicators’ priorities and weights (see Section 2.3).

2.2. Indicator Selection and Data Management

The risk of climate-related impacts results from the interaction of climate-related
hazards with the vulnerability and exposure of human and natural systems. The developed
climate-related impact chain allowed for the identification and selection of the indicators
for each component and factor of risk. Indicators are parameters that provide quantitative
information about specific states or conditions used to compare against critical thresholds
or previous conditions.

The indicator’s selection is an iterative process whereby a list of ideal choices is slowly
thinned out, taking into account relevance, soundness, accessibility, and timeliness [39].
Thus, indicators are rejected if they are unfeasible or, in particular, if there are insufficient
data to produce them. In the current study, the selection of the indicators was based mainly
on: (i) the evaluation of their relevance and reliability through the extensive literature
review, (ii) the possibility of data acquisition in the future, and (iii) their practicality and
affordability (meaning that the indicator must be obtained from an accessible data source
and in a suitable format, thus maintaining the operational perspective). In this sense,
several data sources at the regional or national level (e.g., census databases, land cover and
land use maps) were screened, taking into account their temporal and spatial resolution. Fi-
nally, a geodatabase allowing for collecting, managing, sharing, and processing geographic
data structured in various information levels (i.e., spatial, temporal, short description, and
source of information) has been realized.

2.2.1. Climatic Data

The Canadian Fire Weather Index (FWI) is used to assess the climate hazard component
of the impact chain. The FWI system provides numerical non-dimensional ratings of the
relative fire potential for a generalized fuel type based solely on weather observations.
The FWI consists of different components that assess moisture responses to atmospheric
variables at different soil depths and then combine these to derive fire behavior indices in
terms of ease of spread and intensity.

The FWI is part of the Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System established in
Canada in 1971 [40]. Furthermore, since 2007, the FWI has been adopted at the EU level
and used in a harmonized way throughout Europe by the European Forest Fire Infor-
mation System (EFFIS [41]) of the Copernicus Emergency Management Service (since
2015). Therefore, it was selected for exploring the mechanisms of fire danger changes for
the selected islands, as it has been proven to perform adequately for several locations,
including the Mediterranean basin [42–47]. The meteorological inputs into the FWI sys-
tem are daily noon values of air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and 24 h
accumulated precipitation.

To calculate the FWI, we employed 3-hourly climatic data of air temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed, and daily precipitation of three RCM/GCM couples at a horizon-
tal resolution of 0.11 degrees (~12.5 km), developed within the European branch of the
Coordinating Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) initiative. These
pairs constitute the Rossby Centre Regional Climate Model (RCM) RCA4 [48] driven by
three different global climate models (GCMs): (i) the Hadley Centre Global Environmental
Model version 2 Earth System called HadGEM2-ES [49] of the Met Office Hadley Centre
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(MOHC), (ii) the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology Model MPI-ESM-LR [50], and (iii)
the Irish Centre for High-End Computing (ICHEC) EC-EARTH Model [51].

The index was calculated for the fire season (1 May–31 October) over the study
islands for all models, scenarios, and periods. Present-day simulations covered the period
1986–2005 and were used to compare future projections for the near (2046–2065) and
distant (2081–2100) future periods. Future projections are based on two representative
concentration pathways (RCPs), namely, the stringent mitigation RCP2.6 scenario and the
very high GHG emissions RCP8.5 scenario.

The calculations were performed for each of the selected GCM/RCM pairs. Their en-
semble mean was then calculated and provided for the reference period and the two future
periods under the two RCPs for the RCM grid cells that correspond to the Mediterranean
islands participating in the SOCLIMPACT project (the Balearic Islands, Corse, Sardinia,
Sicily, Malta, Crete, and Cyprus).

2.2.2. Exposure and Vulnerability Indicators

Exposure and vulnerability components included indicators representing the ex-
posed assets, their sensitivity, and adaptive capacity. Overall, the methodology to sort
the indicators followed the types of categories or dimensions [52] described in the follow-
ing paragraph, as also suggested by the Italian National Plan for Adaptation to Climate
Change [26] and by the Life Master Adapt Project [37].

The exposure analysis was performed to measure the presence of people, livelihoods,
and ecosystems that could be adversely affected by climate change. Exposure was then
evaluated by indicators representing two main categories: “natural” and “human cap-
ital”. The first category refers to natural factors through the Pcrops, PFrs, and PFrsPA
indicators (Table 1). The percentage of cultivated and forest area over the total island area
was derived, for all islands, from the Corine Land Cover 2018 of the Copernicus Land
Monitoring Service [53], considering the IV thematic level of classification. Forest areas
correspond, thus, to the following class codes: 311, 312, 313, 321, 322, 323, 324, while the
agricultural areas correspond to 211, 221, 222, 223, 224, 231, 243, 244 classes. The percentage
of the island area that is forest but belongs to protected areas was derived from the World
Database on Protected Areas (WDPA), the most comprehensive global database on terres-
trial (and marine) protected areas [54]. The second category summarizes the population
characteristics from a demographic and touristic perspective through the NtotP, N6, N65,
and NTouP indicators (Table 1).

Table 1. Exposure indicators.

Code Name Definition Data Source

Natural capital

Pcrops Agricultural areas Percentage of agricultural areas over
island total surface CORINE Land Cover (2018) [53]

PFrs Forest areas

Percentage of forest, shrubland,
and/or herbaceous vegetation
associations areas over island

total surface

CORINE Land Cover (2018)

PFrsPA
Forest areas under

environmental
protection

Forest areas under environmental
protection over island total surface

World Database on Protected
Areas (WDPA) [54]

Human capital

NtotP Total population Density (number per km2) of the
total population

IBESTAT [55], ISTAC [56],
HSA [57], INSEE [58], CYSTAT

[59], NSO [60], ISTAT [61]

NP9 Young population Density (number per km2) of the
population under 9 years of age

IBESTAT, ISTAC, HSA, INSEE,
CYSTAT, NSO, ISTAT

NP65 Elderly population Density (number per km2) of the
population over 65 years of age

IBESTAT, ISTAC, HSA, INSEE,
CYSTAT, NSO, ISTAT

NTouP Tourists Density (number per km2) of the
tourist arrivals

IBESTAT, ISTAC, INSEE,
HCAA [62], SSRC, NSO,
Sardegnastatistiche [63],

Osservatorio turistico [64]
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Sensitivity is determined by factors that directly affect the consequences of a haz-
ard [25] and, thus, are linked to the predisposition to suffer specific types and magnitudes
of losses [65]. Looking at the touristic sector, climate change impacts might vary according
to vegetation fire proneness. In the present study, fuel flammability was used to proxy the
relative ease at which the vegetation fuel ignites and burns. Different forest types have dif-
ferent intrinsic “basic” flammability, depending on the susceptibility to combustion of the
main tree species forming the forest cover. Information on the flammability of vegetation
has been processed from the CORINE Land Cover data (CLC 2018) [53] for the wooded and
semi-natural areas following the approach of Corona et al. [66]. The procedure involves
associating the flammability level proposed by Xanthopoulos et al. [67] to the wooded and
semi-natural areas. Their work allows the assigning of a flammability index (FI) reflecting
the typical fire hazard for 60 forest typologies in Europe and North Africa. The variability
of the FI is therefore classified into five classes. Afterward, we derived the percentage of the
area classified as “very high” and “high” flammability over the municipality’s total area.

Finally, adaptive capacity refers to “the ability of societies and communities to prepare
for and respond to current and future climate impacts” [25]. Thus, it is dependent on the
island response and, especially, on its capacity to mitigate specific impacts. In this sense, the
concept includes several dimensions, such as “institution”, “knowledge and technology”,
“infrastructure”, and “economic resources” [52], and levels, such as “sector-specific” or
“regional-generic” [28]. The indicator selected (Table 2) refers mainly to the category of
“institution” (FFV, NFRPla) and “economic resources” (IGDP, GDPC, OCC).

Within the “sector-specific” level, the density of firefighters and volunteers (FFV)
involved in the different phases of fire management, as well as the presence or absence of
fire risk plans (NrFPLA), were collected to inform on the availability of the government and
institutional capacity to respond to a fire emergency [27,65]. Furthermore, the percentage
of workers in the primary sector (agriculture and forestry) (OCC) was related to the
consideration that the abandonment of the rural areas increases the fuel load available to
burn [68,69]. Finally, the indicators PEL and GDPC, at the “regional-generic” level, refer to
the level of knowledge and economic resources available in the selected islands that can
facilitate access to and interpretation of information concerning risk and climate change
and the system’s ability to respond to or manage an event [28,70].

2.3. Indicator Normalization, Weighting, and Aggregation

All collected data sets are not directly intercomparable as the indicators differ (e.g.,
units). Thus, normalization is necessary to provide scores allowing one to perform a
straightforward intercomparison among the Mediterranean islands. Numerous normaliza-
tion methods are available [39]. In this study, we applied the min–max method that entails
converting all the data sets into sets of unitless values with a standard scale from 0 (optimal,
no improvement necessary or possible) to 1 (critical, the system no longer functioning), by
subtracting the minimum value and dividing it by the range of the measured values.

xi,1 =
(xi − xmin)

(xmax − xmin)
(1)

In Formula (1), xi represents the individual data to be transformed, xmin and xmax the
lowest and the highest values for that indicator, and xi,1 the normalized value within the
range from 0 to 1. The value of an indicator must respect the direction of that indicator.
If the vulnerability increases as the indicator value decreases, then the direction of the
indicator’s value range is negative. In the case of adaptive capacity, the range of values
was inverted, subtracting the value from 1. Thus, the lowest value is represented by the
standardized value 1 and the highest value by the standardized value 0. This procedure is
crucial for adaptive capacity values.
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Table 2. Adaptive capacity indicators.

AC Level AC
Dimension Code Name Definition Data Source

Sector-specific Institution FFV Firefighters and
volunteers

Ratio of firefighters and
volunteers in

relation to the island area
(number per km2)

Personal communication
Servicio de Bomberos de

Mallorca, SDIS [71], Piano
AIB 2018 Regione

Siciliana [72] and Regione
Sardegna [73]

Sector-specific Institution NrFPLA Fire risk plans Presence or absence of fire
risk plan

Govern de les Illes Balears,
DREAL Corse [74], Civil
Protection Department,
Piano AIB 2018 Regione

Siciliana and Regione
Sardegna

Sector-specific Economic OCC Occupation in the
primary sector

Percentage (%) of people
working in the primary sector
(excluding mining) over total

population

IBESTAT, ISTAC, HSA,
INSEE, CYSTAT, NSO,

ISTAT

Regional-generic Knowledge PEL Level of education
Percentage (%) of people with

a high degree over total
population

IBESTAT, ISTAC, HSA,
INSEE, CYSTAT, NSO,

ISTAT

Regional-generic Economic IGDP Island gross
domestic product

IGDP (mln €) and GDPC (€
per capita) analyze the

prosperity of a country based
on its and its population‘s

economic growth

Regional Innovation
Monitor Plus (RIM Plus)

[75]

Regional-generic Economic GDPC Gross domestic
product per capita

After normalization, weighted arithmetic aggregation was applied to calculate the
composite index (I) for each sub-component, component, and final risk according to the
following formulas:

Isub−component = ∑ wn ∗ xn,1 (2)

Icomponent = ∑ wsub−component ∗ xsub−component (3)

Risk = Ihaz ∗ whaz + Iexp ∗ wexp + Ivuln ∗ wvuln (4)

The weight w was assigned to each indicator x according to its importance inside
its sub-component. The sum of the weights of all indicators in a sub-component must
be equal to 1. Then, the score of the sub-component was calculated by aggregating the
scores of the indicators according to their respective weights (Equation (2)). The second
step uses the same logic to calculate the score of a component by aggregating the score of
all sub-components according to their assigned weights (Equation (3)). Finally, as shown
in Figure 3, a weight was given to each component, and the score of risk was calculated
using Equation (4). Ihaz, Iexp, and Ivuln represent the composite indexes for the components
hazard, exposure, and vulnerability (composed by sensitivity and adaptive capacity). Whaz,
wexp, and wvuln represent the relative weights.
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Figure 3. The diagram presents the weighting and aggregation steps adopted in this work. First, exposure, hazard, and
vulnerability indicators were classified in a five-class evaluation scheme after normalization. Then, weighted arithmetic
aggregation was applied to calculate the composite index for each sub-component and component according to their
assigned weights. The final risk score was computed, weighting the final composite indexes (exposure, hazard, and
vulnerability) with the relative weights derived from expert interviews. Our processing follows the GIZ approach [25].

A five-class evaluation scheme (Figure 3) was applied dividing the obtained values
for the factor, component, and final risk as follows: 0–0.2, optimal (class 1, dark green);
0.2–0.4, rather positive (class 2, light green); 0.4–0.6, neutral (class 3, yellow); 0.6–0.8, rather
negative (class 4, orange); 0.8–1, critical (class 5, red).

The weights to the indicators, the sub-components, and the components were assigned
based on experts’ opinions (Table 3). Four different experts with different backgrounds
(researchers, practitioners, and stakeholders, more specialized in the hazard, the exposure,
or the vulnerability component) and a long-standing experience on the studied risk were
interviewed and guided across a two-step weighting process.

Table 3. Example of the weight assigned to a sub-component with three indicators through experts’ opinions combination
based on indicators’ pertinence and rank.

Sub-Component
Indicators Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 4 Average

Class Weight

Class Rank Class Rank Class Rank Class Rank

Indicator x1 3 2 4 3 5 2 4 3 4 0.32 = 4/(4 + 5 + 3.25)
Indicator x2 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 0.41
Indicator x3 3 3 3 2 3 3 4 2 3.25 0.27

The first step was to assign a weight to each indicator. The experts were asked to
look at each indicator in a sub-component and give a qualitative class to each indica-
tor based on its pertinence for the fire risk, choosing between five choices: very impor-
tant/important/medium/limited/very limited. Secondly, the experts were asked to rank
the indicators within a sub-component.

Then, the different experts’ opinions were combined. Each qualitative class was
assigned a number, from 1-very limited role to 5-very important role. Subsequently, the
experts’ opinions were averaged per indicator, giving each one an “importance score”.
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Finally, these “importance scores” were converted into weights to get a weighting value
for each indicator of the sub-component, with the total sum of all weights of the indicators
of a sub-component being equal to 1 (Equation (5)).

wi =
Impi

∑n
i Imp

(5)

Once the experts were familiar with the indicators within each sub-component and
component, they were asked to assign a weight to each sub-component regarding the com-
ponent, then to each component composing the risk. The final weight for each component
was obtained by averaging the experts’ opinions.

3. Results
3.1. Comparative Analysis of FWI Projections across Islands

The multi-model ensemble projects an increasing trend of the fire danger as we move
from west to east and from north to south, except for Malta, which is much smaller, and the
selected grid cells are influenced mainly by maritime conditions (Table 4). The uncertainty
is larger for Crete, as the meteorological conditions exhibit a distinct inhomogeneity across
the island, mainly due to its elongated and mountainous morphology. Under the RCP2.6
scenario, it seems that the fire danger returns to the present conditions towards the end
of the century except for Crete and Cyprus. Under RCP8.5, the increase is much more
prominent, ranging from 22% to 46%, with the highest values for Corse, Sardinia, and Sicily,
which implies that the western and central Mediterranean will be more affected under
this scenario.

Table 4. FWI multi-model ensembles mean values for all Mediterranean islands, along with the uncertainly and the
respective normalized value used for the impact chain.

Balearic Islands Corse Crete Cyprus Malta Sardinia Sicily

reference

mean 1 16.0 15.3 32.4 35.5 19.0 20.6 23.5
s.d. 2 4.0 6.4 9.0 8.5 1.1 5.9 7.0

normalized
score 0.02 0.00 0.57 0.68 0.12 0.18 0.28

RCP2.6 near

mean 16.5 16.0 35.8 37.3 19.8 21.3 25.0
s.d. 4.1 6.4 9.4 8.6 1.0 5.9 7.0

normalized
score 0.04 0.02 0.69 0.74 0.15 0.20 0.33

RCP2.6 distant

mean 15.7 15.2 35.3 37.4 19.7 20.4 24.5
s.d. 4.1 6.4 9.4 8.7 1.1 6.0 7.1

normalized
score 0.01 0.00 0.67 0.74 0.15 0.17 0.31

RCP 8.5 near

mean 17.8 18.2 39.0 41.0 20.8 24.3 27.5
s.d. 4.4 6.7 10.0 8.3 1.2 6.2 7.3

normalized
score 0.08 0.10 0.80 0.86 0.18 0.30 0.41

RCP8.5 distant

mean 21.1 22.2 45.1 43.4 24.5 29.1 34.1
s.d. 5.0 7.1 10.1 8.4 1.4 6.4 7.9

normalized
score 0.19 0.23 1.00 0.94 0.31 0.46 0.63

1 mean: The mean FWI was calculated from the grid cells corresponding to each island, according to model land fraction (l.f. > 15%). 2 s.d.:
pooled standard deviation of the model ensemble mean.

The fire danger for the Balearic Islands and Corse is among the lowest in the Mediter-
ranean. It seems that under RCP2.6, the index slightly increases at the middle of the century,
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while it returns to present levels towards the end of the century. On the other hand, under
RCP8.5, fire danger increases by more than 30% at the end of the century.

Sardinia exhibits very low and low normalized FWI values in the present climate and
under RCP2.6 for the near and the distant future. Under RCP8.5, the index increases by 40%
at the end of the century, and the risk crosses over to the medium class values. For RCP2.6,
we find the highest uncertainty for the near future period, which decreases substantially at
the end of the century, indicating that the projections become more robust.

Similarly, Sicily exhibits a low normalized FWI value in the present climate and under
RCP2.6 for the near and the distant future. It seems that under RCP8.5, the island exhibits
medium danger at mid-century, while towards the end of the century, the index crosses
over to the high fire danger class. The overall increase for the island exceeds 30%.

As Malta has a small extent, the model grid cells are influenced by the sea. Under
RCP2.6, the index slightly increases at the middle of the century, while it halts towards the
end of the century. On the other hand, under RCP8.5, there is an increased fire danger of
about 20% at the end of the century. The FWI normalized values for all areas are classified
as low; thus, for all scenarios/periods, all areas belong to the same class, also exhibiting
small uncertainty.

The fire danger in Crete is among the highest in the Mediterranean. For the present
climate, most areas of the island pertain to the medium FWI classification. It seems that
under RCP2.6, the index increases by almost 10% at the middle of the century, while this
increase is halted towards the end of the century. On the other hand, under RCP8.5 the
fire danger increases substantially, exceeding 30% by the end of the century. Regarding
uncertainty, we find that under RCP2.6 the standard deviation slightly decreases towards
the end of the century, indicating that model projections for the FWI meet for this scenario.
In contrast, the opposite is found for RCP8.5, in which uncertainty is higher at the end of
the century.

The fire danger for Cyprus is the highest among the Mediterranean islands. The
index slightly increases by 5% under RCP2.6, then exceeds 20% by the end of the century
under RCP8.5.

The spatial distribution of fire danger on sub-island level for all islands and emission
scenarios are presented in Figures S1–S5 of the Supplementary Materials.

3.2. Comparative Analysis of Exposure Indicators across Islands

The “natural capital” exposed to the fire risk varies across EU Islands (Figure 4). Corse
has the highest score for the indicator PFrs due to the highest percentage of forest areas
over the total island surface (81%), followed by Crete (respectively classified in class 5,
corresponding to critical condition, and in class 4, indicating rather negative condition).
On the other hand, Sicily, Sardinia, and the Balearic Islands show a higher proportion of
cultivated areas. Concerning indicator PFrsPA, a significant and similar portion of forest
area within protected areas is shared by Crete (54%), the Balearic Islands and Corse (51%),
and Cyprus (49%), thus classified in class 5. On the opposite side, only 14% of Malta’s
forest area is protected.
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Figure 4. Comparison of exposure normalized scores across the Mediterranean islands. Plot (a) repre-
sents the “natural capital” indicators, while (b) shows the “human capital” indicators, where Pcrops:
agricultural areas; PFrs: forest areas; PFrsPA: forest areas under environmental protection; NtotP:
total population; NP9: young population; NP65: elderly population; and NTouP: tourists, as in
Table 1.

As far as “human capital” is concerned (Figure 3), the Balearic Islands are characterized
by a high population density (224 people per km2), followed by Sicily (195 people per
km2), Cyprus (153 people per km2), and Malta (147 people per km2). With 39 people per
km2, Corse is the least densely populated island considered in this study (class 1, optimal
exposure level). Corse, Sardinia, and Sicily are characterized by having about 20% of their
populations be an elderly population, while the other islands show lower percentages.
However, after normalization, Sicily and the Balearic Islands exhibit higher scores, followed
by Cyprus and Malta in class 3, indicating a neutral condition. Furthermore, all islands,
except Sardinia and Sicily, are characterized by a very young population of about 10% over
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the total population. However, the normalized indicators for the Balearic Islands, Cyprus,
and Sicily are in the higher classes, highlighting a critical condition. The number of tourists
visiting the islands ranges from 2.3 to 5.2 million, except for the Balearics, where arrivals
reached 16.5 million in 2018.

3.3. Comparative Analysis of Vulnerability Indicators across Islands

The results show a significant disparity across the EU islands regarding vulnerability,
consisting of sensitivity and adaptive capacity sub-components. Concerning sensitivity,
Corse, with an average of 59% of its territory under the “very high” and “high” flammability
classes, has the highest sensitivity score (class 5) followed by Sardinia and Cyprus (class 4
and class 3, respectively) (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Comparison of vulnerability (sensitivity and adaptive capacity) normalized scores across
Mediterranean islands, where FI: flammability index; FFV: firefighters and volunteers; NrFPLA:
fire risk plans; OCC: occupation in the primary sector; PEL: level of education; IGDP: island gross
domestic product; GDPC: gross domestic product per capita, as in Table 2.

As noted in Section 2.2.2, the sign of the normalized values of all indicators was
reversed so as to express the system’s adaptive capacity. This means that low results
in terms of adaptive capacity have higher normalized values. Looking at the adaptive
capacity sub-component, the influence factors are quite different among the islands despite
the relatively homogeneous scores. Within the “sector-specific” level, two islands, i.e.,
Crete and Malta, show a rather negative and critical capacity class for the FFV indicator.
In contrast, Cyprus shows an optimal adaptive capacity compared to the other islands
concerning fire risk management. Overall, employees in the primary sector (OCC) show a
generally high score (above 0.6), thus a critical condition, except for Crete and Sicily.

Within the “regional-generic” level, Corse and Malta are characterized by the lowest
scores in education level (below 0.2), while Cyprus shows the highest criticalities. The
GDPC score is classified as critical for Crete and rather negative for Sicily, while it is optimal
for the Balearic Islands and Corse. Considering IGDP, Sicily is classified in class 1, Sardinia
and Balearic in class 4, and all the other islands in class 5.

3.4. Expert Interviews

The outcomes of the four expert interviews validated the developed impact chain and
the selected indicators and provided indicators’ weights based on expert knowledge. All
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interviewed experts considered that there was no major factor missing in the assemblage
of the selected indicators.

According to the experts, forest areas represent the most crucial exposure indicator,
mainly when bush and scrubland covers are not managed, thus becoming the most sensitive
coverage types. The experts identified the number of tourists as the most sensitive part of
the population because they are often ill-equipped in exposed infrastructures. Furthermore,
specific protection measures and awareness campaigns must be conceived to this target.
The cultivated area is also an important parameter as it represents surfaces with reduced
biomass less likely to burn. The indicators PFrsPA, NtotP, NP9, and NP65, were the
most debated. All experts agreed that the losses in case of fire would be higher for the
protected forested areas. However, the fire occurrence and impacts depend on landscape
management and population risk awareness. The last two indicators represent the most
sensitive part of the population: the children under 9 years old and the elderly. These
indicators are important because children are more susceptible to smoke inhalation, and
the elderly often have mobility issues. However, according to the experts’ knowledge,
these indicators should not be as critical as we might think because children are never
alone and because the sensitive population is the most targeted by protection programs.

To conclude for the component exposure, most experts agreed that the sub-component
“natural capital” is linked to the nature of the vegetation cover and their protection status
weights more than the human features contained in the sub-component “human capital”.

As far as vulnerability is concerned, the experts agreed in considering the flammability
index, representing the sensitivity sub-component, to be the most important indicator.
Among the adaptive capacity sub-components, the PEL was deemed the least relevant since
a higher degree is not always linked to a better knowledge of the risks and a more adapted
behavior. Concerning the indicators FFV, the experts suggested that local communities
often hire volunteers to help during evacuation: therefore, they do not have any specific
training. For this reason, they are less adaptable and have a more limited impact on
adaptive capacity. All experts rated the indicator NrFPLA as of absolute importance
to prevent forest fires, even if the existence of a plan is not adequate to assess its level
of implementation. While the GDP-related indicators were considered too general, the
OCC indicator seemed more critical because people working in the primary sector could
have more risk experience. Their activity is linked to a reduction of the forested surfaces.
However, that population is also often responsible for a fire outbreak.

To conclude, for the component vulnerability, most experts agreed that the sub-
component sensitivity linked to the nature and the state of the vegetation weights more
than the sub-component adaptive capacity. The importance of human actions is limited;
however, this is the part upon which society can act on improving.

3.5. Risk Results

Based on the current and future model simulations and the proposed methodology,
we generated maps of the overall forest fire risk of the islands for the reference period
(1986–2005) and the two projections for the near (2046–2065) and distant (2081–2100) future
periods, and for the two RCPs. Each map shows the risk value and the contribution
percentage of each risk component, represented by exposure, vulnerability (sensitivity
and adaptive capacity), and hazard (Figure 6). The risk is indicated by the color on the
island (from green to red), while the contribution of each risk component to the final risk
value is designated with the pie diagram located next to each island. It was found that the
overall risk score is higher for the eastern Mediterranean islands (Cyprus and Crete) and
lower for the other islands for the reference period. This result is strongly influenced by the
moderate values of the exposure and vulnerability components. Looking at the percentage
breakdown of the risk, we can observe that Crete and Cyprus show a predominance of
the hazard component (above 45% of the total score). The Balearic Islands and Sicily, on
the other hand, share a predominance of the exposure component (above 55% of the total
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score). The vulnerability values are lowest in Sicily and Crete, while they are highest in
Corse and Sardinia. Only Malta has a pretty balanced distribution across the components.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Risk maps at island level for the potential fire impact and risk component contribution at present (a), near and
distant future for RCP2.6 (b,c), near and distant future for RCP8.5 (d,e).

The risk shifts across time periods and RCP scenarios are not appreciable; therefore,
the risk classes do not change substantially, except for the distant future under RCP8.5.
The risk remains nearly stable with the RCP2.6 in the distant future for all islands, despite
slightly increasing (especially in Sardinia and the Balearic Islands). Under the RCP8.5,
Sardinia, Sicily, and Crete move to a higher risk class due to the overall increase of the
FWI values. Overall, in the distant future almost all islands will be above medium risk
according to RCP8.5, with higher risk for the eastern Mediterranean islands.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, the outcome of the impact chain (IC) approach conducted for seven
Mediterranean islands, aiming at climate change risk and vulnerability assessment, is
provided. To our knowledge, this is one of the first attempts to quantify the levels of
fire risk and to inform decision-makers on the potential risks and opportunities posed by
climate change for several islands across the Mediterranean.

The IC development and the final risk assessment are based on the three risk compo-
nents, climate hazard, exposure, and vulnerability, and allow for a comparative analysis
among the islands. The proposed approach represents a key tool within the framework of
an adaptation policy cycle to support and aid decisions for policymakers in the context of
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the EU blue economy. Indeed, the approach is circular and iterative, and this is particularly
important for adaptation, characterized by continuous learning and improvement. The
results indicate the main environmental and socio-economic elements affected by vulnera-
bility conditions across the islands, shedding light on the gaps that need to be addressed in
mitigation and adaptation policy and measures. Moreover, the results underpin the areas
with high potential improvement for enhancing their adaptive capacity towards forging
climate-resilient societies under the EU Strategy on Adaptation to Climate Change released
at the beginning of 2021.

It must be noted that the IC represents a simplified approach if compared to modelling
risk methodologies. Indeed, the modelling approach, considering feedback, synergies, and
interactions among risk elements, requires high skills and computational efforts to capture
the complexity and dynamics of forest fire phenomena in the environment and society,
especially in the climate change context. On the other hand, the IC approach proposed in the
current study aims to reduce the complexity, simplify and save time and economic resources
necessary for risk assessment. Thus, they could be easily understood and applied by non-
modelling experts, such as regional and local administrators, engaged in institutional paths
to adapt their territories to climate change. Despite the simplicity of the approach, it anchors
and integrates decisions based on the latest scientific advancements and expertise on the
cause–effect relationship of the investigated phenomena, thus enhancing the policy- and
decision-makers’ understanding of the links between climate hazards and socio-economic
vulnerabilities. Finally, the methodology provides a crossed perspective on the islands and
the essential operating elements that support risk management, policy development, and
planning of the most appropriate adaptation measures at different levels, also bringing
together experts from other disciplines and ultimately contributing to the climate-resilient
Europe 2050 vision.

However, some issues must be considered when applying the IC approach. The
most challenging element is data availability, on which other aspects of the IC process
(e.g., spatial and temporal scales) depend. This aspect is especially true for the great
range of the island socio-economic factors concurring to regulate both vulnerability and
adaptive capacity. The elements are very heterogeneous, related to the level of literacy
and education, governance, available economic resources, and infrastructure to respond to
and manage the risk. The lack of similar data at the island level, often not available at the
desired spatial resolution, implies the need to reach several compromises when defining
the indicators. Furthermore, the applied approach pursues the risk evaluation and the risk
(and its components) evolution monitoring. Thus, it is indispensable to collect the same
data in the same way in the future as well.

The availability of the appropriate data sets to calculate scenarios of future hazard
development is often another limiting factor. This is especially true when it comes to
exploiting the model projections outputs usually provided as daily values. At the same
time, the FWI system requires higher temporal resolution variables (such as the 3-hourly
data used in this study) [44]. In addition, a multi-model ensemble approach is essen-
tial, as the inter-model variability can mask the FWI sensitivity on the meteorological
parameters. Furthermore, future work is required to consider the future biophysical and
socio-economic conditions.

The IC approach employs several steps (such as normalization, aggregation, and
weighting) that could reduce or lose details. The indicators’ weighting is particularly
crucial, and different studies have proposed diverse approaches (e.g., [52,65]). In this
study, we proposed a participatory approach involving stakeholders and experts through
one-to-one meetings, and we developed an effective, informed, and shared process of
recognizing the most relevant indicators and attribution of their individual weights. This
approach ensures robustness in analyzing and reducing any conflicts due to full sharing
and acceptance of both the methodology and product results.

To conclude, we consider that the proposed approach, although facing certain short-
comings, can be conveniently used to provide a common basis for dialogue between
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experts and policy- and decision-makers in the context of the EU blue economy. This can
be used to compare territories (especially islands that are often poorly known), promote
the identification of their priorities, and encourage vertical and horizontal cooperation
between institutional actors at the European and national level addressing mitigation and
adaptation strategies.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/su131810004/s1, Figure S1: Spatial distribution of the FWI model ensemble values for the
reference period (1986–2005) on the sub-island level (municipality level) for the seven Mediterranean
islands. The values are normalized across islands, scenarios, and periods to be intercomparable.
Figure S2: As Figure S1, but for the RCP2.6 scenario for the near future (2046–2065). Figure S3: As
Figure S1, but for the RCP2.6 scenario for the distant future (2081–2100). Figure S4: As Figure S1, but
for the RCP8.5 scenario for the near future (2046–2065). Figure S5: As Figure S1, but for the RCP8.5
scenario for the distant future (2081–2100).
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